 Comet Siding Spring's meteor shower allows for the only remote sensing observations of Mg, Fe + , and Fe in the Martian atmosphere.
Introduction
On October 19 th 2014, the dynamically new Oort cloud comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) had a close encounter with Mars, passing within 141,000 km of the planet [McNaught, 2013] . On a retrograde hyperbolic orbit, the comet made its closest approach to Mars at 18:29 UTC with a relative velocity of 56 km/s. In addition to gaseous deposition [Crismani et al., 2015] , ionospheric perturbation [Gurnett et al., 2015; Restano et al., 2015] , and magnetospheric interactions [Epsley et al., 2015] , comet Siding Spring also deposited cometary dust [Schneider et al., 2015 , Benna et al., 2015 producing the only meteor shower detected at another planet.
visible meteors are enhanced during meteor showers, visible meteors are composed of particles of mass 10 -3 to 10 4 g and contribute a minor mass fraction [Flynn, 2002] . In contrast, the primary mass contribution to the terrestrial metallic ion and neutral atom layers are sourced from ablated particles with masses less than 10 -3 g.
Comet Siding Spring's meteor shower was exceptional due to its high fluence, originally constrained to between 2.7 and 16 tonnes in less than a day [Schneider et al., 2015] , compared to the "persistent layer" from sporadically ablating meteors (2-3 tonnes/day) [Crismani et al., 2017] . For this reason, we observed more than two orders of magnitude enhancement to the metallic ion layer, and were able to observe species (Mg, Fe + , Fe) not typically observable in the persistent layer (Mg + ). Although transient ionospheric layers observed in the Martian atmosphere have previously been attributed to meteor showers [Pätzold et al., 2005 , Withers et al., 2008 , Crismani et al. [2017] show these are unlikely to be formed from meteoric ablation.
Comet Siding Spring's meteor shower dust predictions ranged from meteor storm, depositing 10 7 kg, [Vauballion et al., 2014] to virtually nonexistent, with estimates below 100 kg [Kelley et al., 2014] , where observations reported by Schneider et al. [2015] were closer to the "storm" end of this spectrum. IUVS observations can resolve some characteristics of the cometary debris stream from observations of the aftermath of the meteor shower. Predictions suggested that dust ejected from the comet would remain confined in a debris stream that lagged behind the comet in its orbit and intercept the planet ~2 hours after closest approach [Tricarico et al., 2014] . The dust was expected to impact the hemisphere near the morning terminator with a shower radiant close to the equator. Maximum dust deposition was predicted to occur between Oct 19 th 19:59 and 20:09, and to last between 20 and 100 minutes.
Observations, Data Processing, and Model Details

Observing Geometry
The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission entered an elliptical orbit around Mars on September 21, 2014, about a month before the comet encounter, with a primary mission intended to study the upper atmosphere and the escape of its constituent gases to space [Jakosky et al., 2015a] . While designed to study the response of Mars' upper atmosphere to solar influences [Jakosky et al., 2015b] , it was fortuitously well instrumented to observe this unique cometary interaction.
MAVEN's remote sensing instrument for investigating the upper atmosphere is the Imaging
Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) [McClintock et al., 2015] . This instrument's separate channels observe in the far and middle UV (110-190 nm and 190-340 nm) . IUVS measures atmospheric emissions from CO2, its dissociation and ionization products, atomic and molecular species such as O and N2, as well as meteoric ions and neutrals. During MAVEN's periapse observing mode, the IUVS instrument uses a scan mirror to construct vertical profiles of emergent radiation from the atmosphere at the limb, over the altitude range 90 -250 km. Each orbit, IUVS takes up to 12 limb scans in a ~22 minute observation period spanning ~45 degrees around the planet.
The periapse segment of the MAVEN orbit was designed to provide geographic coverage with similar observing conditions within about 5 orbits. For example, the geographical (latitude and longitude) footprint of the spacecraft every fifth orbit, such as orbits 109 and 114, are, for our purposes, not significantly different. Periapse scans for the Siding Spring encounter begin at high latitudes and move toward the equator, from latitudes of 50N to 5S
and from local times of 10 to 14 hours as the scans move from West to East geographic longitudes. We distinguish scans taken in the beginning or end of periapse as western or eastern, respectively.
To minimize potential risk to the spacecraft, MAVEN's orbit was phased to place the spacecraft behind Mars (relative to the dust flux) at the predicted time of maximum dust deposition. During this time, the spacecraft was commanded into a protective mode and IUVS halted observations. The Siding Spring encounter is comprised of observations that were taken from orbit 109 (18 October 16:05 UT) to orbit 128 (22 October 07:49 UT), with the exception of orbit 115, when IUVS temporarily halted observations.
Spectral Emissions and Vertical Profiles
In Figure 1 we use IUVS observations of the Mars atmosphere taken after the comet's closest approach to identify two multiplets originating from Fe II and Fe I, the Mg I line, and the previously observed Mg II doublet. The Mg II doublet at 280 nm was present in preencounter observations and for the remainder of the mission as a persistent layer attributable to the ablation of sporadic meteors [Crismani et al., 2017] . MAVEN's Neutral Gas and Ion
Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) instrument [Benna et al., 2015] All metal emissions discussed herein are due to resonant scattering of solar UV photons, rather than direct excitation during ablation. The model spectrum for each species was constructed using their respective line positions, atomic constants for resonant scattering, and the solar Mid-UV spectrum [Smith et al., 1995; Dymond et al., 2003; Kelleher and Podobedova, 2008; McClintock, 2014; A'Hearn et al., 1983] . Metallic species emission brightnesses were extracted from a composite spectrum fit of emission from ambient atmospheric gases through multiple linear regression fits of independent spectral components, and subsequently co-added by altitude [Stevens et al., 2011] . Data processing techniques are outlined in detail in previous MAVEN/IUVS papers [Schneider et al., 2015 , Evans et al., 2015 , Stevens et al., 2015 , Jain et al., 2015 , Crismani et al., 2017 .
Residual brightness (indicated by "?" in Figure 1 ) is found in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) spectra from orbits 116-118 that suggest an unresolved issue when comparing observations to expected metal multiplet shapes. This excess brightness appears to be correlated with the multiplet shape of Fe II at 238 nm and 260 nm, indicating that discrepancies may exist between measured and observed atomic constants [Kramida et al., 2015] , or some other unknown reason. The local atmospheric temperature is determined from concurrent observations of CO2, however we were unable to construct a non-LTE spectral emission model that was consistent with observations [Jain et al., 2015] . We infer abundances from IUVS measurements using the Generalized Retrieval and ANalysis Tool (GRANT). This tool merges the Atmospheric Ultraviolet Radiance Integrated
Code (AURIC) model [Evans et al., 2015; Strickland et al., 1999] with OPTimal estimation retrieval algorithms [Lumpe et al., 1997 [Lumpe et al., , 2002 [Lumpe et al., , 2007 . AURIC uses the REDISTER algorithm [Gladstone, 1982] to model optically thick emissions after initial deposition. The important atomic parameters for the transitions of interest in this study are provided in Table 1 . These parameters include: the line-center wavelength for the transition, the statistical weight of the ground state sub-level, flu (oscillator strength), Aul (transition probability), x0 and x1
(dispersion and offset of double-Gaussian fit to solar line profile measured in Doppler units at an arbitrarily chosen reference temperature of 150 K, referred to as "standard Doppler units," or SDU; see Gladstone, 1988) , the line-center scattering cross section (also calculated at the model reference temperature of 150 K), the Voigt parameter (i.e., the ratio of natural line broadening to Doppler line broadening, also calculated at the model reference temperature of 150 K), and πF (total flux in a given line incident on the upper boundary of the atmosphere).
Our forward model calculations assume that the atmosphere is spherically symmetric along the line of sight, which is a safe approximation at Mars for solar zenith angles relevant to the observations considered here. After orbit 119 densities have decreased such that they are optically thin at line center, and can be retrieved using an Abel transform [Chamberlain & Hunten, 1989] Doublet and the reflected solar continuum, which are produced by photodissociation and reflection from dust in the lower atmosphere, respectively. That these emissions demonstrate differing vertical profiles indicates a different production process, and suggests these emissions represent detections and are not the result of a systematic error in data processing.
The results of Schneider et al. [2015] used the preliminary radiometric calibration available at the time. This work uses the updated calibration made possible by more extensive stellar calibration and cross-calibration with the Mars Express SPICAM instrument [Leblanc et al., 2006] . The revised calibration places observed brightnesses near the high end of the range reported previously, and significantly reduces the density systematic uncertainty that was ascribed therein from +/-300% to +/-30%.
Atmospheric modeling
A 1-D model of the Martian atmosphere (30-200 km, 0.5 km resolution) was used for this study. The vertical profiles of atmospheric composition (CO2, O, O2, H2O, H, O3, O2 + and electrons), temperature and eddy diffusion coefficient are described in detail elsewhere [Plane et al., 2018b] . The injection rates from meteoric ablation of Mg/Mg + and Fe/Fe + as a function of altitude are determined using the Chemical ABlation MODel (CABMOD) [Vondrak et al., 2008; Plane et al., 2018b] (Figure 2 ). The Mg chemistry in the 1-D model was optimized to agree with the IUVS-measured peak of the persistent layer of Mg + near 95 km, which is produced by sporadic meteors [Crismani et al., 2017; Plane et al., 2018b] . The
Fe chemistry is taken from Whalley and Plane [2010] , and is based on a significant database of measured rate coefficients for both neutral and ion-molecule reactions [Plane et al., 2015] .
Because the persistent (i.e. global background) Fe + /Fe layers in the Martian atmosphere have not been retrieved by IUVS, this chemistry has not been optimized, in contrast to the Mg + chemistry.
The model is run for local noon equatorial conditions and does not include any magnetic or electric field effects, which should contribute to the vertical transport of the ions and hence influence their scale heights (Section 3.4), particularly in regions with strong remnant crustal magnetism. However, for simplicity these effects are not considered here. The molecular diffusion coefficient is specified for a homopause region near 120 km, consistent with measurements made by the Neutral Gas Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) instrument on MAVEN [Bougher et al., 2015a] . The ablation profile should shift with altitude as a function of mesospheric temperature, with lower temperatures lowering the ablation height. This is taken into account when comparing retrieved densities to the model, and we find the retrieved ablation peak is ~2 km higher than the modeled peak altitude, which is within the uncertainty in the IUVS vertical attitude sampling.
For modeling the perturbation caused by Siding Spring, CABMOD was used to determine the injection of metal atoms ablating during a period of 4800 seconds while the planet passed through the comet's coma [Schneider et al., 2015] . The model's cometary dust size distribution is that of Moorhead et al. [2013] . The model is then run for more than 60 hours with relevant vertical transport and chemistry ( Figure 3 ). Because the Siding Spring dust entered the atmosphere at a velocity of 56 km/s, the peak ablation altitudes are ~30 km higher than predicted for the persistent layer [Crismani et al., 2017; Plane et al., 2018b] . The correlation of dust velocity with ablation altitude is counterintuitive when compared to auroral or energetic particle processes. However, the ablation process raises the particle's temperature to its melting point, and a threshold amount of momentum needs to be transferred in collisions with ambient gases. Therefore, if the particle is travelling faster, fewer collisions are needed to affect the same increase in temperature, hence the higher altitude of ablation. In addition, the particle will have less time to radiatively cool.
The total mass injections into the planetary hemisphere facing towards the comet are 11.9, 5.9 and 0.3 tonnes, for Mg, Fe and Na, respectively, corresponding to a total cometary dust input of about 82 tonnes in one hemisphere of Mars. These ratios of the mass input function are set by particle composition and size, and scaled to be consistent with the Mg + concentrations of orbit 116. One effect of the relatively high entry velocity of the Siding Spring dust is that a significant fraction of the evaporating metal atoms would have ionized immediately through hyperthermal collisions with CO2 molecules. Using the ionization efficiencies recently reported by Janches et al. [2017] , ~60% of the Mg atoms, 60% of the Fe, and 90% of the Na would have ionized. This is in contrast to the persistent layer, which is mostly ionized through charge exchange with O2 + [Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003] .
Analysis and Interpretation
Hemispheric Dust Deposition
The spatial distribution and orbit-by-orbit evolution of Mg + reveal that ablation occurred only on one hemisphere (hereafter called the exposed hemisphere, Figure 4 ). IUVS periapse observations are separated by MAVEN's 4.5 hour orbital period, which we use as a reference timescale in the discussion below. The tangent points of limb scan observations on orbits 116
and 117 were on the exposed hemisphere during the time of predicted deposition, with the geographic footprint of orbit 116 in the morning quadrant and orbit 117 in the predawn quadrant. By comparing the geographic distribution of Mg + between orbits 114, 116 and 117, and then to variations within orbit 116, we can progressively reduce the possible encounter time to 3.5 hours, constraining the deposition to a single hemisphere.
Consideration of the overall Mg + abundance and its vertical distribution offer increasingly tighter constraints on the duration of the meteor shower. We can constrain the timescale for the onset of deposition to less than 9 hours, as metallic emissions observed in orbit 114 are indistinguishable from background conditions. If IUVS had made observations during orbit 115, the predicted time of maximum dust deposition, we would not have expected these observations to contain significant Mg + , as the observed region was on the dayside edge of the exposed hemisphere (Figure 4, left We further constrain the deposition timescale by considering the abundance of Mg + in orbit 116 from West to East scans. If deposition lasted as much as 4.5 hours, western scans would remain in the exposed hemisphere for the entire deposition period, whereas eastern scans would become shielded in 3 hours. Therefore, western scans would be expected to have 1.5 times more Mg + than eastern scans. In fact, the ratio of the Mg + vertical abundance of the 4 most western scans to the 4 most eastern scans is 0.9, indicative that the most intense deposition could have lasted no longer than ~3 hours. This is consistent with the timescales of the 1-D model used here, which assumes deposition occurs over ~1.5 hours (Section 2.3).
Deposition and Initial Evolution
Cometary deposition provides a unique opportunity to observe the response of the Martian ionosphere to a significant perturbation. Emission from metallic ions and neutrals observed in and 9 hours after deposition, respectively).
Persistent layer observations of Mg + [Crismani et al., 2017] offer the only constraints on the meteoric chemistry of atomic Mg, which can be, but has not been, observed by IUVS. Figure   6 demonstrates that the chemical model from Plane et al. [2018b] have not yet been considered by the model, or due to horizontal or vertical transport.
Comparing subsequent orbits from the exposed hemisphere provides temporal insight in the evolution of this meteoric perturbation. The region observed in orbit 117 ( Figure 5 , right panel) differs from the geographical location in orbit 116 (left panel); however, these both represent the exposed hemisphere and deposition is not expected to vary on these spatial scales. In both orbits, neutral emissions show scale heights of ~5 km and do not extend into the upper atmosphere, which, unlike the ions, we interpret as suppression of the neutrals by rapid charge exchange with O2 + .
The spatial distribution of neutral Mg in a single orbit after deposition provides constraints to its lifetime against ionization and incorporation in meteoric molecules. Western scans differ from eastern scans in their dayside exposure, where eastern scans spend close to four hours longer in sunlight. In orbit 116, there is a 50% reduction of Mg abundance from western to eastern scans, and in orbit 117 this reduction is closer to 75% (Figure 4 , right bottom row).
This rapid loss of neutral Mg is not fully captured by the 1-D model (Section 2.3, 3.5), despite the new chemistry that was developed to account for the lack of observable Mg in the persistent layer [Crismani et al., 2017; Plane et al., 2018b] . The 1-D model's absence of horizontal winds and diurnal variation may suggest the mechanisms for this rapid loss of the neutral species.
Rapid Horizontal and Vertical Transport of Metallic Species
The hemispheric injection of metals provides insight into the global motions of the atmosphere. Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of Mg + abundance over four sequential orbits. Both Mg + and Fe + are readily observed in all scans of orbits 116-124 (more than 40 hours after closest approach) and their abundances on the unexposed hemisphere implies global redistribution.
The presence of metallic species in orbit 119, antipodal to the meteor shower radiant at the time of predicted dust deposition, constrains the horizontal wind speed to within 180 -240 m/s. We determine these values by assuming that the region of orbit 117 is the source of ions observed in orbit 119 and that this material has been transported across the nightside. The upper value assumes deposition occurred over a three-hour period. However, if the deposition timescale were shorter (~100 minutes expected from Moorhead et al., 2014 ) the lower wind speed may be more appropriate. These values are consistent with model expectations, which predict speeds of 160 -260 m/s at altitudes of 100 -120 km [Bougher et al., 1999; Bougher et al., 2015b] .
The presence of metallic ions in orbit 118 above deposition altitudes (Figure 7 ) indicates they must have been vertically transported, and by means that are not yet understood (Section 3.4).
Orbits 117 and 118 demonstrate vertical transport that exceeds reasonable effective diffusion velocities (1 m/s) as determined from our 1-D model, and may indicate bulk vertical motion.
More perplexing is the similarity in spatial distribution between orbits 119 and 116, despite their geographic footprints occurring on opposite sides of Mars. If vertical transport produces the flow of ions in orbit 117 and 118, they do not appear to affect those in orbit 119 for unknown reasons.
Mass separation above the homopause (~120 km) would be expected for Fe + , Mg + , and CO2, as these species are in a region of the atmosphere where the mean free path of particles is large enough that molecular diffusion dominates, and the vertical diffusion of the ions should be ambipolar. Therefore, the scale heights of Mg + and Fe + should be double those of their neutral species such that HCO2 < HFe < HMg [Rees, 1989] . However, both metallic species exhibit a scan-averaged common scale height comparable to CO2 ( Figure 5 ). While CO2 density profiles do not strongly depend on latitude or solar zenith angle (SZA), metal ion profiles vary from scan to scan. Western scans in orbit 117 have a scale height of ~8 km, more shallow than the neutral atmosphere with a scale height of ~14 km, while Eastern scans appear to have a comparable exponential decay (Figure 8 ). It is not clear what is causing this variation, as it is not seen in any ambient ions or neutrals, and not expected from standard atmospheric dynamics.
Lack of mass separation in metal ions has also been observed in-situ by NGIMS above the homopause [Grebowsky et al., 2017] , though that study did not report a uniform profile with a slope that exceeds the neutral atmosphere as expected from ambipolar diffusion. Ambient ions such as CO2 + and O2 + are strongly regulated by the neutral atmosphere and dissociative recombination electrons, and so have lifetimes on the order of minutes, whereas metallic ions can have recombination lifetimes in excess of hours or even days [Whalley & Plane, 2010] .
Therefore metallic ions are the only species to demonstrate this behavior, as ambient ions reflect their production and chemical conditions, not large-scale ionospheric transport.
Potential Mechanisms for Anomalous Vertical Transport
There are two plausible electrodynamic mechanisms that could create the anomalous ion scale heights seen in Figure 5 : a Lorentz force that acts as a magnetic "diffusivity," or an ambipolar electric field. There can be strong vertical magnetic field gradients in the altitude range 100 to 200 km, depending on the solar ionizing flux at these altitudes [Brain et al., 2005] . It is possible that these gradients and misalignment of the field with horizontal winds may lead to Lorenz forces acting on the metallic species. This mechanism cannot be considered promising, however, until further modeling, which is beyond the scope of this work, determines whether these forces produce vertical drift comparable to the diffusion speeds of 1 m/s, and in any case would be limited to regions with residual magnetic fields.
Ambipolar electric fields at Mars have been shown to cause enhanced loss of O2 + [Ergun et al., 2016; Collinson et al., 2017; Lillis et al., 2017] . These ions are drawn from below the exobase by the loss of electrons due to enhanced heating, creating an E-field that drags ions out of the ionosphere, and have been similarly observed at Venus [Collinson et al., 2016] .
Typically, these ions are affected down to 160 km, so it is plausible that metallic species undergo mass separation below this, and then are mixed above. Our observations are spatially coarse, such that we cannot make a statement here about separate scale heights with altitude.
While ambipolar electric fields shown by Ergun et al., [2016] should be strong enough to lift Mg + , which is 75% as massive as O2 + , without appropriate modeling it is not immediately clear that ambipolar electric fields would be strong enough to affect Fe + with a mass that is 175% that of O2 + .
Enhanced Loss of Metallic Species
Discrepancies between the observed total metallic abundance compared to those predicted by the 1-D model (Section 2.3) highlight important physical and chemical processes that demand further investigation. We characterize the observed total metallic abundance for each species by summing densities between 90 and 180 km and across the periapse segment to give a general metric of the abundance of metallic species while smoothing the effects of horizontally or vertically disjoint profiles (Section 3.6).
The 1-D model is run for quiescent Mars until steady state is reached, after which a meteoric perturbation is applied and we track the relaxation of the model for comparisons with observations. It is run for daytime low-latitude conditions, and does not include diurnal variations. This model does not apply to the unexposed hemisphere, so we approximate horizontal transport by reducing the model after orbit 117 by a factor of two (equivalent to distributing the deposited material over the entire planet).
The total metallic abundance observed is less than predicted after orbit 117, indicating the rapid disappearance of metallic species compared to the current modeled processes. There may be a chemical process affecting both the Fe and Mg chemistry branches simultaneously, however a dynamical loss process that affects all metallic species may be more likely. As ions deposited near 100-120 km diffuse vertically, if ions are being removed at the exobase at rates larger than predicted, this effectively depletes neutrals as well. The presence of ions at high altitudes in orbit 117 ( Figure 5 ) suggests this may be occurring. It would be necessary to model these species and their appropriate chemistry in a 3D self-consistent way that includes magnetic fields. There is no Mars global circulation model that includes meteoric chemistry; doing so here would be outside the scope of this work.
Ions transported by electrodynamic processes end in two populations dependent on their initial vertical motion. Ions moving downward will neutralize and undergo appropriate metallic chemistry that either re-ionizes them or removes them to a stable sink, likely to be metal carbonates [Plane et al., 2018b] . Ions drifting upward stay ionized and have lifetimes that increase with increasing altitude, and may therefore leave the atmosphere much more rapidly than predicted by diffusion alone. While these ions would not have sufficient kinetic energy to escape thermally, there may be a multistep process to accelerate them along open field lines into the magneto-tail as seen at Earth and Saturn [Christon et al., 2015; Christon et al., 2017] or through one of several ion outflow mechanisms seen at Mars [Brain et al., 2015] .
3.6 Detached Layers and Strong Gradients Figure 6 shows coherent structures and gradients that require further study. Deposition is expected to occur uniformly on the exposed hemisphere, and diffusion and transport should be smoothing processes over these spatial scales. However, in orbits 118 and 120, we see Mg + forms a distinct layer in the middle scans that is not directly connected to the Mg + in the beginning of those scans. This feature appears to be evident in the Fe + as well, although clearer in orbit 118 than 120. These ion layers occur at altitudes that are higher than deposition permits, indicating this transport must be coherent on a spatial scales over 1000 km horizontally.
As noted by Schneider et al. [2015] , and visible in Figure 9 , there is an increase in Fe + , Mg + ,
and Mg in orbits 121 and 122 compared to previous orbits. This is due to an unexplained set of strong enhancements in scans 1 and 6 from each orbit, respectively, and not the whole set of scans. Moreover, the total amount of Mg + does not change significantly between orbits 118 and 122, yet the bulk of the ions are contained in the first 6 scans of orbit 122. The horizontal gradient in Mg + , changing by a factor of 7 within two scans of orbit 122 is not readily explained, and requires a mechanism yet to be determined.
The geographic regions observed during these orbits are on the exposed hemisphere and may suggest a local phenomenon where metallic species are confined within a small geographic region in a manner inconsistent with expected diffusion or standard transport. Similar confinement has been suggested for transient metallic layers above the ablation region [Grebowsky et al., 2017] , although no mechanism has yet been described. Three-dimensional modeling may be necessary to determine whether these ions become trapped in circulation patterns, are influenced by remnant crustal magnetization, or some other effect.
Revisiting Meteor Shower Predictions
The vertical profiles of Mg, Fe + , and Fe density complement the Mg + profiles of Schneider et al. [2015] , and this analysis provides an opportunity to revise the estimate and reduce the uncertainty of their reported dust flux. Their work carried a range of reported Mg + densities that implied a dust deposition mass bracketed between 2.7 and 16 tonnes. In addition to the updated calibration, revisiting their work indicated an inappropriately low scattering efficiency factor. The updated values (Table 1 ) yield a delivered dust mass inferred by the Mg + measurements of 82 +/-25 tonnes. Assuming a clear sky for an observer at the surface of Mars, with similar assumptions to Schneider et al. [2015] , we revise the expected zenithal hourly rate (ZHR) to 5 x 10 5 meteors/hour, or 160 meteors/second. The Martian rovers would not have been able to observe this event however, since Opportunity was already in daylight and Curiosity was on the shielded hemisphere. Very bright fireballs may have been visible in the daylight, however these make a small fraction of the overall meteor shower and it is unclear whether these would have been detected. Similarly, orbiting spacecraft were intentionally attempting to hide from this event, and we are unaware of any images of the planet or atmosphere that were taken during comet Siding Spring's closest approach.
There is a significant discrepancy between the observed [Schneider et al., 2015] and predicted [Kelley et al., 2014] dust deposition that may be related to dust size. The modeled dust was in the size range 0.7 -3.6 mm, which were ejected from the comet no more than 1.5 years before the encounter. However, the shape and altitude of the observed ablation suggest that most of the impacting particles were in the size range 1 -100 m. As radiation pressure rapidly sweeps away smaller particles, it is expected that the impacting grains were younger than the 1.5-year-old modeled grains and therefore would be more sensitive to cometary activity before the encounter. While the relationship between dust delivery and cometary activity is not necessarily linear, the modeled water production rate of 4  10 27 H2O/sec [Kelley et al., 2014] , is smaller than the observed 1.2  10 28 H2O/sec [Crismani et al., 2015] by a factor of three. Moreover as observations were limited by the lack of multiple observation epochs (Siding Spring is a dynamically new Oort cloud comet), some cometary parameters (such as grain ejection velocity) may not be well constrained.
Summary
Observations of comet Siding Spring's meteor shower provide a unique opportunity to observe the response of the Martian atmosphere and ionosphere to a significant perturbation.
This time period provides constraints on metallic species that would otherwise be undetectable with current instruments, and may shed light on new dynamics or the chemistry that affects them.
Using the spatial distribution of Mg + abundance around the planet, we determine that Mars passed through the debris stream of comet Siding Spring in no more than 3 hours. Dust from comet Siding Spring was deposited in a narrow vertical layer, as seen in all metallic species emissions observed by IUVS. Horizontal winds then distributed this material globally within 9 hours, requiring horizontal winds speeds at 120-150 km in the range of 180-240 m/s.
Neutral Mg appears to be rapidly destroyed or lost on the dayside, where it becomes reduced by 75% within 8 hours, which is faster than current model predictions, suggesting an incomplete understanding of the processes that affect it.
Vertical transport of metallic ions is implied by the observations of enhanced densities at high altitude, which is not completely unexplained by diffusive transport in a 1-D model. This transport is more rapid than diffusion, coherent over 1000 km horizontally, and may be related to electrodynamic effects. The presence of several other unexpected phenomena provides a potential case study for 3D modeling efforts to determine how these anomalous structures and features are formed, and whether the presence of crustal magnetic fields has any affect.
We use this work to revisit meteor shower dust predictions where there is significant discrepancy compared to observations. The shape and altitude of the ablated layer suggests that particles that impacted Mars were smaller than modeled, and therefore more sensitive to the water production rate before the encounter. The relationship between cometary activity and delivered dust mass is not necessarily linear, and we can therefore begin to understand this self-consistently by noting the observed water production rate was three times larger than predictions. gives the residual emission (black, bottom), which is used to retrieve metallic species densities. and a chondritic composition. The injection of Mg at altitudes below Fe, despite the former's expected volatility, is due to Mg existing in a very stable oxide in the molten particle [Bones et al., 2018] . Figure 3 ) compared to the 1-D model (dashed). These retrieved densities are averaged across the orbit, therefore they do not represent spatial and vertical variability that exists for each of the species (see Figure 4) . The model profiles are scaled to the retrieved densities of Mg + , whose chemistry is most closely constrained by previous IUVS observations [Plane et al., 2018b] . 
